
Chapter 3

Security and Investigation Services

Security is one of those things that is essential and, at
the same time and in some respects, rather distasteful . /
think we would all prefer if we could ignore the necessity of
security and do away with the procedures and precautions
it imposes upon us. Unfortunately, we cannot, we have no
immunity from this responsibility .

Lester B. Pearson .
in the House of Commons, 1963 .

To carry out its security responsibilities the Post Office has invested
considerable resources of manpower, information and equipment . In order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Post Office's response to its security needs,
it is first necessary to examine each of these areas of investment and
evaluate the quality of the resulting security organization .

Manpower

Postal Inspectors
For the purposes of this report it is necessary to examine five aspects of

the manpower resources committed to staffing the Security and Investigation

element of the Post Office with postal inspectors . These are ~

- Number. distribution and demographic characteristics,

- training :

- job classification and salary .

- recruitment .

- responsibilities.

Number. distribution and demographic characteristics

Security and Investigation personnel work at National Headquarters and
at the regional and district levels of the Post Office . The total strength of the

Security and Investigation element is 98. Of these 79 are postal inspectors
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and 19 are clerical and secretarial support staff . The assignment of support

staff is such that 37 inspectors are not serviced and must handle their own

clerical and secretarial functions . There are 16 employees at National Head-

quarters in Ottawa including four support staff . In addition to the National

Director and the Special Advisor, Headquarters consists of three divisions
responsible for a/ investigation, b/ prevention and c/ security clearance and

emergency planning . Headquarters is responsible also for coordinating and

scheduling training sessions for investigators.

The remaining 82 employees are divided among the four postal regions

as follows : Western - 31 ; Ontario - 25; Quebec - 18; Atlantic - 8 . The

regions in turn distribute their personnel between Regional Headquarters and

the various postal districts as follows :

- Western Postal Region : four of the 31 Security and Investigation staff in

the region are based at Western Regional Headquarters in Vancouver

(the Regional Director ; an inspector-in-charge, prevention ; a review and

analysis officer ; and a secretary) . The remaining 27 are in six district

offices at Vancouver (8), Kamloops (1) . Edmonton (5), Calgary (5),

Saskatoon (4), and Winnipeg (4) . Figure 1 shows the number and

distribution of Security and Investigation personnel in the Western Postal

Region . All Western district level units, with the exception of the one-man
Kamloops unit, have clerical support staff .

- Ontario Postal Region : four of the 25 Security and Investigation staff in
the region are based at Ontario Regional Headquarters in Toronto (the
Regional Director ; an inspector-in-charge . prevention ; an inspector-in-
charge, investigations; and a review and analysis officer) . The remainder
work in four district offices located in Toronto (8), London (4) . Ottawa
(6), and North Bay (3) . Figure 2 shows the number and distribution of
Security and Investigation personnel in the Ontario Postal Region . The
Ontario Regional Headquarters and three of the four district units have no
secretarial or clerical support staff . The exception is the Ottawa unit
which has one secretary for four postal inspectors .

Quebec Postal Region: four of the 18 Security and Investigation staff in
the region are based at Quebec Regional Headquarters located in
Montreal (the Regional Director ; an inspector-in-charge . prevention ; an
inspector-in-charge, investigations ; and a secretary/receptionist) . The
remainder are at three district offices . two located in Montreal (9 and 1),
and one in Quebec City (4) . Figure 3 shows the number and distribution
of Security and Investigation personnel in the Quebec Postal Region .
None of the Quebec district level units has secretarial or support staf f
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FIGURE 1

THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF SECURITY AND INVESTIGATIONS

PERSONNEL - WESTERN POSTAL REGION (TOTAL No. = 31 )

Location Number Position s

Regional HO, Vancouver 4 • Regional Directo r
• Inspector-in-Charge . Prevention

• Review and Analysis Officer

• Receptionist/Secreta ry

DISTRICT UNITS

Vancouver Unit 8 • Inspector-in-Charg e
• Inspector . Preventive Security

• Postal Inspectors (3 )

• Plant Protection Officers (2)

• Cler k

Kamloops Unit 1 • Inspector-in-Charge

Edmonton Unit 5 • Inspector-in-Charge

• Inspector . Preventive Security

• Postal Inspector (1 )

• Plant Protection Officer

• Clerk

Calgary Unit • Inspector- i n-Charge

• Inspector . Prevent i ve Security

• Postal Inspector (1 )

• Plant Protection Officer

• Clerk

Saskatoon Unit 4 • Inspector- i n-Charge
• Inspector . Prevent ive Security
• Plant Protect i on Office r
• Clerk

Winnipeg Unit 4 • Inspector-in-Charge

• Postal Inspector (1 )

• Plant Protect i on Officer

• Clerk
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FIGURE 2

THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF SECURITY AND INVESTIGATIONS
PERSONNEL - ONTARIO POSTAL REGION (TOTAL No. = 25 )

Location Number Positions

Regional HO, Toronto 4 Regional Director

Inspector-in-Charge, Prevention
Inspector-in-Charge,
Investigations
Review and Analysis Office r

DISTRICT UNITS

Toronto (Central Unit) 8 0 Inspector-in-Charg e
0 Inspector, Preventive Security

Postal Inspectors (6)
London (Southwestern 4 Inspector-in-Charge
Unit) Inspector, Preventive Security

Postal Inspectors (2 )
Ottawa (Eastern Unit) 6 Inspector-in-Charge

Inspecior, Preventive Security
Postal Inspectors (2 )

0 Technician
0 Secretary

North Bay (Northern 3 0 Inspector-in-Charge
Unit) 0 Postal Inspector (1 )

0 Postal Inspector, Trainee

Atlantic Postal Region: two of the 8 Security and Investigation staff are
located at Regional Headquarters in Halifax (the Regional Director and
an inspector-in-charge, prevention) . The remainder are at three district
offices located in Halifax (2), Saint John (2) and St . John's (2) . Figure 4
shows the number and distribution of Security and Investigation person-
nel in the Atlantic Postal Region . There is no support staff at either the
regional or district levels.

It is apparent that the manpower resources allocated to Security and
Investigation are sparse. With 53,000 full-time postal employees and 79
postal inspectors, the ratio is only 670: 1 . By contrast, the United States
Postal Inspection Service has a complement of 2, 100 inspectors for approxi-
mately 650,000 full-time employees, a ratio of 3 10 : 1 . The comparison ma y
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FIGURE 3

THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF SECURITY AND INVESTIGATIONS

PERSONNEL - QUEBEC POSTAL REGION (TOTAL No. = 18 )

Location

Regional HO . Montrea l

DISTRICT UNIT S

Montreal Uni t

Quebec Western Unit
(Montreal )

Quebec Eastern Unit
(Quebec City)

Number Positions

4 • Regional Directo r

• Inspector-in-Charge . Prevention

• Inspector-in-Charge .

Investigation s

• Secretary/Receptionis t

9 • Inspector-in-Charge

• Inspector . Explosives

• Postal Inspectors (7 )

1 • Inspector-in-Charge

4 • Inspector-in-Charge

• Postal Inspectors (3 )

FIGURE 4

THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF SECURITY AND INVESTIGATIONS

PERSONNEL - ATLANTIC POSTAL REGION (TOTAL No - 8 )

Location

Regional HO . Hal i fa x

DISTRICT UNIT S

Nova Scot ia Un i t

(Hal i fax )

New Brunswick and

P E I Unit (Saint

John)

Newfoundland Unit
(St John's)

Number Positions

2 • Reg i onal Directo r
• Inspector-in-Charge . Preventio n

2 • Inspector-in-Charge

2

2

• Inspector . Preventive Security

• Inspector-in-Charge
• Inspector, Preventive Securit y

• Inspector- i n-Charge
• inspector . Prevent ive Security
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not be valid in view of the marked difference in numbers of postal employees
between the United States and Canada and the fact that United States
postal inspectors also have additional audit responsibilities . However, the
Commission has taken note that the United States Post Office has chosen to
employ twice as many postal inspectors per capita as those employed in
Canada .

A simple demographic picture of Canadian postal inspectors reveals
that all have high school graduation or its equivalent, as required by job
specifications . A few have some post-secondary education, usually commu-
nity college courses in management skills and law enforcement . Most have
worked for more than twenty years either as Post Office employees or as
members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police . The average age of postal
inspectors is over 40 years and all are male .

Training

Most postal inspectors agree that their initial training is inadequate .
Newly appointed inspectors are sent on a three-week basic course which is
held at the training facility in Arnprior, Ontario . Completing this course is not
a prerequisite for appointment . In fact, the course is only given when a
sufficient number of recently appointed inspectors makes it worthwhile
economically . As a result, postal inspectors are assigned to field positions
with no training whatsoever . In one district, the Commission learned that a
new postal inspector had been waiting 15 months for the course to be
offered .

Newly appointed inspectors are trained "on the job" . Regional directors
of Security and Investigation usually assign them to assist and learn from the
more experienced inspectors on a one-to-one basis . All postal inspectors .
whether trained or not, are classified at the same pay level (AS3) . although
some regional directors make a working distinction between "senior" inspec-
tors who have completed the basic course and have at least two years f i eld
experience, and "junior" inspectors who have not .

The index to the teaching material for the basic tra i ning course refers to
fourteen areas of study :

1 . Post Office Ac t

2. Financial Administration Act

3. Public Inquiries Ac t

4. Statutes
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5. Regulations pertaining to Solicitation by Mail

6. Prohibited Mail Regulation s

7. Mail Receptacles Regulations

8 . Undeliverable and Redirected Mail Regulations

9. Complaints concerning Improper Use of the Mail

10. Lottery Schemes (Authorized )

i t . Manual of Operating Procedures concerning Undeliverable Mail

12. Manual of Operating Procedures concerning Revenue Post Offices

13. Collection of Shortages and Other Debts Due the Crow n

14. Financial Audits/ Inspections/ Internal Audit s

The timetable for the course indicates that it comprises approximately

90 hours of instruction over a period of 15 days, and that the course

terminates with a brief test . Lecturers include not only Security and Investiga-

tion personnel, but also representatives of the judiciary and the R .C .M .P. An

examination of the curriculum reveals that two days each are allocated to

illegal mail and security surveys . Investigation of depredations gets one day

while financial audits, inspections and internal audits combined get two days .

Two of the inspectors' most frequent and vital activities are allocated

considerably less instruction time . Report writing is covered in half a day .

while "approaching people for interviews . note taking and techniques of

interrogation", areas of concern both for good investigative practice and for

good labour relations, are only allocated approximately two hours .

The first advanced training course for postal inspectors was presented in

February . 1980. The course lasted for five days. with a total of approximately

30 hours for instruction . Instructors were drawn from Security and Investiga-

tion Headquarters. Post Office legal advisors. the Crown Attorney's office

and the Canadian Police College . The curriculum was identical to that of the

basic course except for the omission of "Statutes" and "Collection of

Shortages and Other Debts Due the Crown" . The Commission was informed

that more inspectors would be given the advanced course when time and

financial resources permit . There is no mandatory requirement for this

refresher course at the present time .

During 1979, other training completed by Security and Investigation

personnel included :
- fraud and basic criminal investigation courses held at the Ontario Police

Couege :
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fraud investigations, internal theft, external theft and audit courses held
at the United States Postal Service College ;

x-ray equipment and letter bomb scanning held in Ottawa-,

security officers course, held at Canadian Forces Base, Borden ;

senior police administration course, security analyst supervision course
and security survey course held at the Canadian Police College, Ottawa,

wartime emergency plans course held at Arnprior, Ontario .

A number of Public Service Commission administration and management
courses have also been taken by postal inspectors as part of individual
career advancement programs .

Job classification and salar y

Security and Investigation personnel are classified in the Administrative
Services (AS) category of the public service . This broad and heterogeneous
classification encompasses other categories of personnel whose jobs are not
comparable with those of postal investigators, such as unemployment insur-
ance officers and hospital administrators . The AS grouping is considered a
. .
category of convenience" into which Security and Investigation personnel

are grouped because the Public Service does not provide a specific job
category for their type of function . In addition, most postal inspectors and
some Post Office management personnel argue that within the AS category,
Security and Investigation personnel are underclassified relative to their job
responsibilities, and that the under-classification extends from the National
Director of Security and Investigation to the investigators in the field .

In the present organizational structure of the Post Office, five assistant
deputy Postmasters general report to the Deputy Postmaster General . The
National Director of Security and investigation reports to the Assistant
Deputy Postmaster General, Operational Services.

The National Director of Security and Investigation is one of only two
national directors in the Post Office who are classified in the Administrative
Service category . Most of the others are in the Senior Executive (SX)
category . This affects the authority and status of the position . It also affects
the salary . A position which is underclassified is also underpaid . The AS
category has eight levels, AS 1 to AS8 . The National Director of Security and
Investigation's position is classified AS8 . The SX category has four pay
levels, the lowest being SX 1 . The difference between the top of the AS8 and
the top of the SX 1 salary range is over $7.000.00 . in favour of thip -qY I
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Postal inspectors are classified AS3 . Their salary range overlaps that of

Postal Supervisors 2 (Sup2) and Postal Supervisors 3 (Sup3) . A Sup2 might,

for example, be an operations supervisor responsible for a section of 10 to
15 postal clerks manning mail processing machinery at an automated plant .

Inspectors-in-charge are classified AS4 . Their salary range overlaps that

of Sup4, Sup5 and Sup6 . Depending on the size of the facility, an assistant

postmaster might be a Sup4 or Sup5. Another comparison can be made with

the Personnel function . The lowest paid personnel officer on regional staff
has a higher salary than an inspector-in-charge in Security and Investigation .

A more pointed comparison can be drawn between postal inspectors

and postal clerks. Under the current collective agreement a postal clerk
earns nearly as much as a postal inspector who has considerably greater
responsibility, and with a limited amount of overtime can earn more .

The present job classification of a regional director of Security and

Investigation is junior to that of his colleagues on the senior management
team, and his salary is consequently lower . For example, in the Ontario

Regional Headquarters, the Director of Operational Services and the Director
of Marketing are classified as PM7 ($33,600 - 41,500) whereas the Director

of Security and Investigation is classified as AS6 ($30.485 - 34,035) . In the

Atlantic Region, the Director of Operational Services is classified as PM6

($32,607 - 36,809) . The Director of Security and Investigation is an AS5

($26,215 - 29.236) .

The Commission also noted that a large number of positions in the Post
Office are held by staff on an "acting basis" and there are a large number of

"term" appointments . This was noted particularly in the Security and Investi-

gation function . This type of staffing inevitably has significant repercussions

for the division in which it occurs and for the individual holding the appoint-

ment . For Security and Investigation, as for any other function, doubts about
the permanency of the régime hamper the promulgation and implementation

of business.

The title 'National Director' is something of a misnomer . The degree to

which authority is vested in the four regional general managers in the

decentralized structure of the Post Office means that national directors rely
on persuasion rather than direction in dealing with regional operations . As

one senior employee told the Commission, "only one man tells a Regional

Manager what to do : that's the Deputy Postmaster General" . This poses

serious questions about the necessary independence of the Security and

Investigation function from general Post Office management . These ques-

tions will be dealt with later in the report .
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Recruitment

Before the decentralized structure was adopted by the Post Office i n

1972, all postal inspectors were career employees recruited from within . The

one exception was the appointment of a former police officer as Chief of

Security and Investigation in January, 1970 .1 Even today, all postal inspec-

tors in the Ontario and Quebec Regions have been recruited from within the

Post Office . On the other hand, the Western Region has been recruiting
investigators from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police since 1972 and, more

recently, the Atlantic Region has recruited from both the R .C .M .P. and the

military police .

The arguments usually recited in favour of maintaining a policy of

internal recruitment are that :

- postal operations are extremely complex and require many years of

experience to be fully understood ;

- postal workers, whether letter carriers or clerks, by their experience of
the system, are more aware of its security vulnerability than are those

who have not worked in the system ;

- police officers are set in their ways and may not be sufficiently flexible in

their approach to Post Office investigations to be effective . '

Salary, prospects for advancement and hiring practices all have a

bearing on employee morale. Interviews with Security and Investigation field

staff revealed concerns about the effects on advancement prospects of
National Headquarters positions being filled through hiring from outside the

Post Office .

The case in favour of recruiting trained police investigators as postal
inspectors has been made by the Western Region in defence of the policy
which it has adopted . The arguments run as follows :

- postal inspectors whose experience was totally within the Post Office
were reluctant to investigate unfamiliar crimes or to undertake complex

investigations ;

- investigations by internally recruited inspectors were amateurish, lacking
in direction and coordination, were not comprehensive and were not

pursued to a satisfactory conclusion ;

1 Paul Bosvert . National Director Of Security and tnvest9at,on untr April t9e0 and now SprtcW AO„eor or,
Security and Investigation

2 This wew is supported by tne United States Postai Inspection Service and certan corpaate 20c04y
organizations rrrw nave stated tnat many police officers nave to be untrained" betore ber,g enecewe
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instead of looking for possible criminal violations, postal inspectors
tended to attribute losses to other reasons ,

internally recruited inspectors were reluctant to become involved in
criminal prosecutions and to appear in court to give evidence- ,
there was an inability to assess the impact and frequency of crimes
against the Post Office and to set priorities in investigations and preven-
tive security programs ;

preventive security was disregarded, only an investigative reponse was
considered .

To carry out its Security and Investigation mandate effectively . the
Western Region adopted a policy of hiring some inspectors with postal
experience and others with police experience . To implement this policy. two
categories of persons were actively recruited . The first were those who had
considerable operational or financial supervisory experience in the Post
Office . Second were those with wide investigative experience in an accredit-
ed police department . Today, there is an effective blend of both categories in
the Security and investigation complement of the Western Postal Region ,

Although there is a degree of support in all regions for the recruitment of
experienced law enforcement officers . there is no recognized national policy
in this regard. Regional general managers set their own staffing criteria, with
advice only from the National Director of Security and investigation .

A major factor affecting the calibre of recruits into Security and Investi-
gation is the matter of job classification . and its effect on salary level and on
an identifiable career path . The position of postal inspector was once

relatively well paid and had sufficient authority and prestige to make it
attractive to senior Post Office employees . Today the position has a salary
range that is a disincentive to a senior employee considering crossing over
into Security and investigation . Beyond salary considerations, a potential
recruit might well decide that the current career path does not provide much
scope for advancement . Within a field unit there are two job classifications
AS3 and AS4 The top regional classification is AS6 and the top national
classification is AS8 .

Given the drawbacks to the position, one might ask what motivates a
Person to work as a postal inspector, In some cases . inspectors feel a strong
identification with the Post Office as an institution to be defended rather than
with the Post Office as an organization of fellow employees In other cases .
there is a strong identification with the Security and Investigation function, to
the point of seeing it as "a big part of keeping the Post Office alive" Such
beliefs have a role in motivating an employee in the performance of his jo b
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Postal inspectors also function with a considerable degree of autonomy and
with frequent opportunities for decision-making . To some these are appeal-

ing aspects of the job .

A few respondents indicated they "get respect" as postal inspectors .
While it is apparent that career advancement in Security and Investigation is
limited, some inspectors believed that Security and Investigation experience
increased their opportunity for advancement in other sectors of the Post
Office . Their positions bring them into contact with all levels of management,
a situation which could presumably affect their ability to move into other
management positions . On the other hand, some concern was expressed
that the practice of using a Security and Investigation appointment as a
"stepping stone" to senior management positions had serious implications
for the independence of Security and Investigation from general manage-
ment, a matter which is discussed later in this report .

Responsibilities

The job descriptions of the regional directors of Security and Investiga-
tion do not vary in substance from region to region, although there are
variations in wording . Under the direction of the regional general managers,
they develop, plan and administer the Security and Investigation programs
for all postal installations within their region . They direct and coordinate the
activities of postal inspectors at regional headquarters and in the districts in
both investigations and preventive security . They may conduct investigations
themselves into unusual or contentious cases . Perhaps the most succinct
role definition is found in the business plan of the Director of Security and
Investigation for the Atlantic Postal Region .

As a contribution to maintaining a high standard of Postal Service, to
provide on a Regional basis, a Security and Investigation Service to
prevent losses due to internal and external factors and to provide
and ensure the maintenance of an effective Preventative Security
Program .

From the Western Postal Region, a clear breakdown of time spent on
various responsibilities by the Director, Security and Investigation . is found in
the job description :

Managerial Responsibilities 45 %
Plans and directs the security and investigations program in the
Western Region . . . .

Specific Security or Investigational Prolects 25 %
Plans develops and implements specific security and investigational
projects and programs . . . .
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Advisory Function to Senior Management 15 %
Advises and provides a consultative capability to senior manage-
ment levels concerning the safety of employees, the mails, postal

facilities of all classes, funds and values, restricted information . . . .

Members of Management Teams 10 %
Participates as a member of the Regional General Manager's and
the [National) Director Security and Investigation Services Branch
Management teams. . . .

Other Duties 5 %

The duties of a postal inspector are also described in a consistent
manner throughout the four postal regions . From the Atlantic Region comes

the statement :

The overall objective of Postal Inspectors is protection of the mails .

This responsibility includes both preventive and investigative

aspects . '

The job description of a postal inspector from the Quebec Region tells
us that he :

- conducts investigations of criminal offences which are against or
directly related to the Post Office, such as mail theft, cashings of

stolen or fraudulently raised money orders, etc ., whether commit-

ted by internal or external sources ;

- performs investigations and other functions related to matters of

internal security within the Post Office :

- conducts investigations into financial shortages at Post Offices of

all classes:

- enquires into the financial status of Post Offices :

- assists in the maintenance of a preventive security program .

In terms of basic requirements, other job descriptions call for :

- demonstrated supervisory capabilities ;

- experience in financial procedures or operational procedures or
transportation operations :

- experience in report or letter writing ;

- possession of a valid driver's licence .

3 Attentec Regqn w.nt en ppewrnauon to the Conrnyron p 6
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Also required is the ability to :

- interview, guide and instruct re Post Office directives ;

- prepare concise reports ;

- effectively plan and organize cases for investigation ;

- make decisions for corrective action on the spot, when

necessary ;

- direct and advise line management on investigation matters ;

- train new employees .

In describing their own jobs, postal inspectors present a wide range of
interpretations of their duties . Some give top priority to safeguarding the
mail ; others to protecting Post Office "employees, buildings and revenues" ;
others say that although the job description refers to security the primary
activity should be investigation .

Some postal inspectors raised the problem of jurisdiction . They com-
mented that Security and Investigation gets involved in situations where the
investigator is expected to decide whether the matter comes under their
jurisdiction or that of management or of the public police . At this point the

Commission only wishes to note that it is aware of cases which were
investigated by postal inspectors because of probable offences against the
Criminal Code, the Financial Administration Act or the Post Office Act but
which were not reported to the public police . Disciplinary action was taken
by management instead and prosecution was not initiated in the courts .
While this practice is not unlike that followed by private corporations, the
Commission has also noted that a much larger number of citizens are
prosecuted for crimes against the Post Office than are postal employees .

Security guard s

In addition to postal nspectors, the Post Office invests in n anpc,Aer
resources by using security guards. Security guards may be employees of
the Post Office, members of the Corps of Commissionaires or employees of
private companies which have contracts to provide the services of secur i ty
guards to the Post Office. Only the Ontario Region hires security guards as
postal employees . The Region created its "security guard force" to resolve
the new problems of physical security and employee safety brought about by
the construction of very large, automated mail processing plants At Gate-
way Mail Processing Plant in Mississauga and at South Central Ma il Process-
ing Plant in Toronto the plant managers have been delegated responsibility
for the property and physical security of their own plants . Security guards a t
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guard companies, on the other hand, in spite of repeated efforts by the
Federal Government to improve the standard of training specified in its
contracts, do not generally provide guards with an acceptable level of
training .

One of the difficulties which managers face in trying to improve the
standard of training of security guards is the low level of wages paid . The

basic wage of Post Office security guards is $6 .74 per hour. With seniority it

can rise to $7.99 per hour . The hourly rate for members of the Corps of
Commissionaires is between $4 .70 and $5.55 depending on rank . Contract

security guards earn much less . Although it varies, the basic rate for security
guards from private companies is seldom more than $3.25 per hour . In

contrast, mail sorters receive a basic hourly wage of $8.75 per hour and

cleaners hired on contract by the Department of Public Works in the Quebec
Region receive more per hour than some contract security guards.

The Commission has also been made aware of other difficulties faced by
security guards in carrying out their duties . Harassment, bullying and the use
of obscene language by postal employees is not uncommon whenever
security guards try to do their job . In particular, it has been reported that
members of the Corps of Commissionaires on duty at the entrance to the
Alta Vista Postal Plant in Ottawa have been subjected to much unpleasant
and unfair treatment including threats of physical harm . There is little
evidence that plant management has attempted to prevent this kind of
abuse .

Resources

Information Source s

Forms have been designed for use in collecting data for use by Security
and Investigation . The Master Responsibility Assessment form records the
outcomes of investigations in terms of how many individuals were prosecuted
or disciplined . Also recorded is whether the individuals concerned were
postal employees or members of the public at large . and whether these
persons were adults or juveniles . The form records data by district units and
is sent by the regions to National Headquarters in Ottawa .

Information from the Master Responsibility Assessment form is trans-
ferred to District Unit Master Statistics forms under seven categories of
events :

1 . Mail Depredations
2. Financial Irregularities
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3. Robberies and Break and Enters

4. Illegal Use of the Mail s

5. Money Order Irregularities

6. Box Depredations

7. Miscellaneou s

The type of offences investigated under these various categories will be

discussed later in this chapter .

The Master Statistics form includes information on the location of

events, and for certain types of offences . dollar values and the resolution of

cases. Each Security and Investigation district unit completes a Master
Statistics form monthly and forwards it to Regional Security and Investigation

Headquarters . There the data is compiled on to a Regional Master Statistics
form and forwarded to National Headquarters where monthly, quarterly and

annual statistical reports are prepared .

Occurrence Report forms have been designed to record information

about specific events that have come to the attention of Security and

Investigation Services at the district level . In a sample of Security and

Investigation Unit files for 1979, however, the Commission found that less

than 50% contained Occurrence Reports . A similar situation was found with

regard to the personal notebooks which are supposed to be kept by each

postal inspector . Each individual investigator is expected to chronicle his

work-related activities and experiences in daily entries in his notebook which
are to be examined monthly by his inspector-in-charge . By following this

procedure an invaluable body of information would be developed over time .

The Commission found, however, that the care with which notebooks are

used varies from district to district . In fact, in certain districts in Quebec

Region notebooks are not used at all .

Other Security and Investigation information resources are .

- Manual of Information for Postal Inspectors :

- Security Manual for Postal Inpectors ;

- Instructional information System and Postal Communications Guidelines
related to Security and Investigation Services :

- survey forms and security checklists generated by physical and opera-

tional security surveys :

- Post Office corporate policy statements and directives :

- claims and enquiries data from the Marketing Services .

Security and Investigation units review information on criminal records

that is revealed by R C M .P fingerprint checks on employees . The R .C M . P
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computer print-out of criminal record data is returned to National Security
and Investigation Headquarters . The fingerprint form, however, becomes part
of the individual's personnel file .

Within the Post Office, Security and Investigation can draw on informa-
tion resources of the accounting and audit functions . Individual employees
who may or may not be known to the investigator may also, from time to
time, provide information . Such information is often informal, at least initially,
in the sense that it is undocumented and conveyed orally . Also, information
from external sources, possibly from individual or commercial Post Office
customers, may be relayed by telephone or in correspondence .

A formally defined information resource is available through various
R.C.M.P. facilities. Postal inspectors may utilize the data resources of
R.C.M.P. fingerprint records, handwriting analysis services, the crime index
of data on criminal modus operandi, the R.C.M .P. Document Examination
Section and the Fraudulent Cheque Section .

Membership in specialist organizations such as the International Ass o-
ciation of Credit Card Investigators and the Commercial Security Associa-
tion, may yield the individual postal inspector valuable investigative or
methodological data .

Inspectors are in contact with all levels of public police - federal,
provincial, regional and municipal . Exchanges of information, formal and
informal, are ongoing. Postal inspectors, however, are not admitted to
membership in police intelligence associations such as the Criminal Intelli-
gence Service Canada or the Canadian-American Law Enforcement Organi-
zation . These organizations are reserved for officers of accredited public
police departments .

Equipment

In establishing measures to protect the interests of the Post Office .
personnel with responsibilities for security, both physical and non-physical,

make use of a range of security-related equipment and hardware . This
equipment is fixed or mobile . It may also be readily accessible Post Office
property or it may belong to some other organization from whom access is
sought . One type of security hardware owned by the Post Office is closed
circuit television (CCTV) . Three systems are currently in use .

a . Process CCT V

This system is used to observe machine and conveyor operat ions wh i ch
are not readily visible to operators in order to prevent jams and to a i d i n
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production scheduling . The system is operated by production planning and
control staff and by operation supervisors . Cameras are directed at the
automatic processing of mail and not at postal workers . Postal inspectors
have no access to Process CCTV .

b . Security CCTV

This system is used for plant security . Cameras are trained on parking
lots, entrances, building exteriors and high security areas, such as entrances
to registered mail areas . The system is intended to protect employees. their
property and postal plants as a whole from internal and external criminal
activity . The system is operated by security guards. Security CCTV cameras
are not directed at employees at work .

c . Investigative CCTV

This system is used for investigation by postal inspectors who are the
only ones having access to it . The system is operated only when there is
reason to believe that criminal activity is taking place . The Commission has
been assured that Investigative CCTV is not used to evaluate the work
performance of employees and no evidence has been found to the contrary .
A full description of Investigative CCTV will be found in the next section on
surveillance techniques .

Other Post Office owned equipment used by postal inspectors includes
two-way paging systems, car radios for transmitting and receiving messages,
(official Post Office cars are not provided) and cameras for making photo-
graphic records relevant to the Security and Investigation function . In the
Western Region, a specially equipped observation van is also available .

Postal inspectors may consult the Security Equipment Section of the
R.C.M .P. for information about . and security assessment ratings for, such
items as locks, padlocks, filing cabinets, safes and other physical security
material .

With the exception of electronic eavesdropping equipment . the posses-
sion of which is regulated by the Criminal Code, technical equipment may be
borrowed from public police departments to assist in criminal investigations .

With regard to the use of lie detector equipment . the Manual of Informa-
tion for Postal Inspectors stales :

The Post Office Department does not advocate the use of lie
detector tests in the course of investigations conducted by Postal
Investigators However . where a particular case has been referred
to the Police. and the Police wish to make use of lie detector
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equipment, the postal investigator will take the position that such
steps are being taken by the Police on their own initiative and do
not relate to any suggestion or request for same by any postal

official .

Several cases where public police have used lie detectors in the course of
investigating postal employees were made known to the Commission . No

evidence was presented, however, which indicated that postal inspectors

were directly involved .

Surveillance technique s

Post Office policy on observation systems is set out in "Canada Post

Corporate Policy 3-3" which states ,

Postal facilities shall include observation capabilities known as an
observation system according to criteria . Such systems shall be

used only by postal inspectors appointed pursuant to Section 48
of the Post Office Act solely for the purpose of detecting and/or
preventing criminal acts affecting the Canada Post Office . They

shall not be used for any purpose other than stated above no( by

any other postal personnel .

Post Office Guideline No. 074-05D-1 on observation systems defines

postal facilities and obse rvation as follows :

(1) Postal Facilities - means any installation staffed by post office

personnel where mail is handled, transferred or processed or

where postal business is transacted .

(2) Observation System - means a physical, optical or electronic

system installed on a permanent or temporary basis, or a
combination of these, to permit discreet observation of selected

areas .

Observation galleries have been used in postal facilities for decades . A

gallery is an enclosed passage-way approximately one metre wide and Iwo
metres in height installed above working areas in order to provide visual

coverage . Lookout ports made of one-way glass are located in gallery walls .

floors and breakout doors . Entrances are situated to provide access to the

galleries without being seen . They are usually located in areas under the

control of postal inspectors, such as a Security and Investigation office within

a postal plant .

With the installation of more mechanical mail sorting machinery and the

construction of new and larger facilities during the 1970's, it became
increasingly difficult to build galleries which had an unimpeded view of

working areas. The obvious solution was the installation of ck)sed circui t
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television. As far as Post Office management is concerned Investigative
CCTV is "an electronic eye" substituting for a human eye . It is described as
an electronic detection system which permits a postal inspector using
television cameras and a monitoring console to observe suspected work
areas . The cameras are concealed in transluscent domes in the ceilings of
vulnerable mail processing areas such as parcel repair, manual and mechani-
cal sortation, loading docks, and undeliverable mail offices . Cameras are also
used to supplement observation galleries where mechanical processing
equipment obstructs the view . Cameras are only operated when an investiga-
tion into possible criminal activity requires observation of a specific area

where the suspected crime may be taking place . Evidence when detected is
recorded on video tape .

Evidence presented to the Commission indicates that access to Inves-
tigative CCTV is indeed limited to postal inspectors . Use by postmasters,
supervisors or other personnel is prohibited . Access for equipment mainte-
nance is by the permission of and under the control of postal inspectors only .

Keys that provide access to observation systems are strictly controlled .
Similar controls are also apparently applicable to access to the non-electron-
ic obse rvation gallery systems which are still in use in a number of postal
facilities .

The effective use of Investigative CCTV has been reduced by several
factors . As yet, there are no comprehensive maintenance procedures . The
equipment requires controlled humidity conditions which are in place but its

sensitivity to humidity also requires that it be operated for at least two hours
a week to keep it in acceptable running order, and this is not always done .
No training program on the use of CCTV was provided by either the
manufacturer or the Post Office and inspectors have had to teach them-

selves how to use the system . "Mimic boards" for use in con junction with the
CCTV monitoring screens have not yet been installed . A mimic board informs
the observer which camera to switch to in order to continue obse rv ing a
person as he moves out of range of one camera i nto that of another .

The replacement of gallery su rveillance by Investigative CCTV has not
been well received by the postal unions . Post Office management cla i ms :

investigative CCTV acts as a strong deterrent from internal and
external criminal elements . It protects the majority of employees
from unwarranted suspicion . It reduces temptat ion and opportu-
n i ty to commit criminal oftences '

4 tr+veslpsave CC TV for Ga>•W Pos<t 1990 03-76 p 17
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The Canadian Union of Postal Workers, however ,

is determined to eliminate the threat of its membership being
subjected to electronic surveillance . 5

The Commission has been unable to ascertain whether there have been
any research studies conducted on the effect of Investigative CCTV on

employee morale . Neither the Post Office nor the postal unions have knowl-

edge of such research . Some initial studies of CCTV in the work place have

been done by the Ontario Ministry of Labour but this work is not directly

applicable to Investigative CCTV as such . What is clear is management's

determination to install Investigative CCTV where it considers it necessary

and the unions' equal determination to prevent its further proliferation .

There are a number of questions which arise concerning the Post Office

decision to install Investigative CCTV in new processing plants . Perhaps the

most important is the question of cost-benefit studies from a security point of

view. The Deputy Postmaster General in reply to a question about the

decision making process had this to say in testimony before the Commission :

. . . I will take you back to Toronto, which is the first time we made a
decision to move, on the new plants in Toronto .

The process would be one of making the initial assumption
that you were going to have . . . the power of observation . Now .
you then take a look at what alternatives you have for powers of
investigative observation . On the basis of the body of knowledge
in the world, galleries are traditional, in the U .S . and Canada. at
least, and in many other countries . . . . Then . in terms of cost
benefit . given the assumption that you are going to go for
observation . your cost analysis is a trade-off analysis between the
cost of building galleries versus the cost of the installation of some
degree of CCTV capabilities . That was done for Toronio . it was
done on the basis of what would you have to do to modify the
design . to make galleries effective, so that you could use them-
. . . for the cameras, and a pair of binoculars, or operators in
there, with two views, to see what was going on in particular
suspected theft ., . . The new processes . which were heavy con-
veyors moving down, coming down from several floors from the
ceiling, was that you had solid machinery across the view level of
a gallery . The only way you could, in effect . make galleries
effective, was to put airspace between the floor of equipment . and
all those conveyors. which meant you had to raise your whole
building height about 8 to 10 feet Now. the cost of the steel
structure of shifting the whole building . that sort of thing . was the
cost benefit kind of study that took place Again . I am not really
saying CCTV versus nothing, but CCTV versus galleries That is
the whole story . 6

5 Negotiations 80 - A Contract for Postal Workers March 26 19K p 106 (A CUPW document)

6 Testimony p 2706-09
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The other important question relates to the long term maintenance costs
of CCTV. On this subject the Deputy Postmaster General said .

Well I am not aware that they [the costs] are horrendous . They
are on-going . I recognize i t . None of them, either gallery nor
CCTV, is a continuous operation . . . . What you are do i ng with
CCTV is bas ically, once your camera is up, you are recording
what i s going on, and you do not need the same work force . you
can use them for other investigat i ons. So, there is a trade-off i n
the actual costs of doing the i nvest i gations .

I

The Commission is well aware that the use of Investigative CCTV is an
emotional issue. A further analysis is found later in the report .

Other techniques

Other techniques ava i lable to postal inspectors for investigative use are .

- Testing. Placing test items in the mail stream, sometimes using fluores-
cent powder in conjunction with them .

- Charting . Comparing the location and time incidents occur with attend-
ance records .

- Undercover operations in postal facil i ties .

PREVENTION

A common definition of prevention in crim i nal justice literature is "action
taken to deter, correct or preclude potentially harmful behaviour" . In con-
trast to control, prevention is oriented toward actions that have not yet taken
place. More specifrcally, deterrence has the object ive of d i scourag i ng the
potential offender by increasing the chance of being caught and penalized .

As w ith any organization, the Post Office takes into account other
factors in addition to security when developing a crime prevent ion effort :

An effect i ve secur i ty program is 'Cr i me Prevent ion' and the tak i ng
of reasonable precaut i onary steps to m i n i m ize operat i onal d isrup-
tions Preventat ive security must support the management team
w i th controls and secur i ty measures that will prevent and reduce
losses wh i le being compat ible w i th operat ional procedures and
budgetary restra ints ( Secur i ty and Investigation Services Organi-
zation . January 1972 . para 1 6 )

In the 1977 Security Manual for Postal Inspectors, preventive security is
dealt with under two major heads : personnel security and physical security,
or "target hardening" . Personnel security activities include controlling access
to sensitive information; providing security and reliability clearances, and
monitoring employment of persons with criminal records Physical securit y
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activities include issuing identification cards, passes and badges ; instituting

theft and pilferage control systems ; adopting minimum standards for facilities

and security equipment, such as vaults, alarm systems and negotiable

containers ; implementing mail screening processes for letter and parcel

bombs; and conducting security vulnerability surveys .

Headquarters, Security and Investigatio n

Headquarters, Security and Investigation Services in Ottawa are estab-

lished to :
Provide security policy, standards and guidelines in cooperation
with other functional groups and ensure implementation . . . [of]

preventive security programs relating to security of mail, postal

funds and values: '

As discussed elsewhere in this report, these standards and guidelines
established at Headquarters are, in effect, only recommendations . The

regions decide to what extent they will be implemented .

Headquarters is also expected to :

Monitor the types and frequencies of criminal offences committed
against the Department for the purpose of identifying criminal
trends and security weaknesses and to plan and develop pro-
grams to rectify these weaknesses on a timely basis. (Policy

Directive issued by Security and Investigation Services . Septem-

ber 19, 1974 )

Statistics from the regions are monitored with a view to establishing

prevention techniques to counter specific risks. For example. "negotiable

containers" to hold postage stamps, money order blanks and cash . were

developed for sub-post offices, and over 600 put in place after analysis of

the break and enters and theft of money order blanks . Similarly, a program

to lash street mail receptacles to convenient posts was developed by
Headquarters Security and Investigation to reduce vandalism and theft In
general, then, Headquarters is responsible for the development and promul-
gation of preventive security measures for all facets of postal installations

and equipment . In addition . Headquarters staff are responsible for coordinat-

ing security clearances for departmental personnel . fingerprint checks, identi-

ty card policy, security of official keys, and electronic data processing

security for the Post Office .

The Commission has been made aware . however . of numerous

instances where the adequacy of prevention programs can be called into

7 Poacy Directive iswed by Security and Inveshpet i on Services . September 19 +v 7 4
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I

question . In almost all these a lack of priority allocation of funds or lack of
management interest, or both, has resulted in losses which might have been
avoided .

On April 16, 1977, thieves entered the Alta Vista processing plant in
Ottawa and escaped with travellers cheques, gold, passports and commer-
cial drugs valued at between three and six million dollars . The thieves gained
entry into the plant by breaking a glass window . In spite of recommendations
for an alarm system which had been made by Security and Investigation, the
building had no alarm system and only one unarmed guard was on duty in
the building during the robbery .

In Winnipeg, postal inspectors have expressed concern over the lack of
response by management to basic security problems . In January, 1978,
Security and Investigation recommended that security screens be placed on
the windows of a post office which could be opened from the outside. No
action was taken to install the screens until the middle of 1980. By that time
the post office had been burglarized four times, resulting in damage and theft
of money and goods . After each burglary, a further report was sent to the
area manager concerned by postal inspectors .

In Lower Sackville, N.B . on April 10, 1977 . a break-in occurred resulting
in a loss of $4264.63 in cash and stamps . One of the recommendations
made by the postal inspector investigating the case was that an intrusion
alarm system be installed in the vault . In August, 1980, another break and
enter occurred at the same post office resulting in the loss of $2 1,000 in cash
and stamps . No intrusion alarm had been installed .

In some smaller post offices keys are distributed to more postal
employees than is necessary for the functioning of the office . The Commis-
sion discovered examples of vault combinations being written on walls to
assist the memory of the postal employees charged with opening the vaults
each day. Construction of certain post offices with cinder blocks makes entry
a simple matter for thieves . It was made clear to the Commission that little
thought was given to security concerns when these post offices were
constructed by the Department of Public Works . Postal inspectors were not
consulted .

One other specific security problem deserves special mention . In certain
post offices . the clerk in the registered mail area, where valuables might be
stored overnight, does not have an outside line on his telephone . The
telephone connects the registration area to the supervisor's office, but at
night when the supervisor has gone home the clerk has no way of contacting
the outside world for help . Repeated requests for an outside telephone line
have been ignored .
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These are but a few isolated examples of lack of concern for preventive

security . The Commission has been informed of hundreds of similar incidents .

Regional Security and Investigatio n

One inspector in each Regional Security and Investigation office is in
charge of prevention. The following job description supplies an example of
the formal breakdown of duties and responsibilities related to prevention :

- manages overall preventive security programs in the region e.g . .

monitoring preventive security activities and programs of units,
determining preventive security requirements, planning and exer-
cising control over regional preventive security activity to ensure
effectiveness, efficiency and quality of work .

- specific regional security projects e.g., identifying areas of weak-
ness and analyzing probable causes, planning and formulating

effective counter-measures to rectify identified security weak-
nesses .

- security survey requirements for large plants and Post Office e .g .,

preparing user requirement documents covering security require-
ments at new and renovated postal facilities at early planning
stages, participating in building project teams to provide advice
and guidance in implementing requirements into construction,
assessing new security equipment and preparing test programs

to evaluate this equipment .

- employee education including identifying areas where security
can be improved through greater employee participation in and
awareness of security .

While the regional inspector-in-charge of prevention should be consulted
when new facilities are being designed or old ones renovated, or when
changes in procedures are being planned (for example, in mail dispatch), this
is not always done . Security and Investigation may not be contacted until
after decisions affecting physical security are already made. They are not
always consulted at the "early planning stages" . False economies made by
persons unfamiliar with security requirements, are not unknown ( for example,
insecure doors which are less expensive than secure ones) . Coordination in
planning new facilities and procedures appears to be lacking .

Little emphasis is currently placed on employee awareness (one aspect
of "personnel security") . While some slide presentations and other mater ial
are available, there is no consistent effort to educate employees about
security .
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Preventive security surveys are done irregularly and Security and Investi-

gation officers "try to visit" one sub-post office a week in order to inform the
staff about security and to examine the precautions taken . Visits are often

difficult to arrange, however, since postal inspectors are not equipped with

vehicles by the Post Office .

Some functions of postal inspectors could, however, be considered
related to prevention - for example, spot checks on postal stations and

processing plants. Inspectors may go unannounced to postal stations, in

order to see if they are challenged and asked for identification . One line

supervisor in a processing plant estimated that an inspector may be seen

about once a month .

No particular inspector appears to examine, on a routine basis, statisti-
cal reports in order to obtain a general awareness of "crime patterns" and
the response by the Security and Investigation units to reported incidents .

While statistics are sent to Security and Investigation Headquarters, these

are not considered as a valuable source of information for preventive activity

by field units . This basic element of preventive security - identifying specific
security weaknesses and then devising strategies to overcome them - does
not appear to be systematically carried out at regional or district level with

any effectiveness. The Commission considers this one of the most glaring

weaknesses in the Post Office's preventive security program .

Secur ity guards

Security guards because of the nature of their worh are a form ct

prevention. Access control, reporting unusual inc i dents . alertness and con-

scientiousness. all contribute to the preventive security program . Needless to

say. as the credibility and competence of the security guard force grows , so

does its deterrent effect . The power and authority given to security guards to

meet physical security concerns. however, must always be balanced aga i nst

other consi derations such as costs, the need for a tolerable work environ-

ment and the need to increase productivity .

One of the weaknessees of the security guard's role in a prevention

program is the frequency with which contract guards are changed . Guards

are often relocated before they can become completely familiar with their
working environment and the security vulnerabilities of it . Efforts have been

made by Security and Investigation officers to reduce the turnover, not only

of i nd i v i dual guards . but also of the private security companies to whom

contracts are let
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Line managers

All Post Office staff, especially supervisors, have responsibility for ensur-

ing the safety of the mail and of Post Office property . At one extreme, station

managers, for example, are personally liable for shortages of funds in their

stations. Management staff in other types of postal facilities must, however,

consider other factors when improved security measures, particularly those

relating to physical security, are suggested . Among the more salient con-

siderations are :

- the reaction of the employees and their union representatives to

increased security precautions . Negative reactions could occur on the

grounds of their dehumanizing effects on the work environment . The

most obvious example of such protest is over the use of closed circuit

television for investigative purposes ;

- the costs of the measures . Any changes in security measures . including

increases in staffing levels, must be considered by managers in relation to

their other budget priorities ;

- the effect of security measures on efficient mail processing .

Prevention is taken into consideration by line managers in some

instances, particularly when the potential for loss is great . For example .

postal inspectors may be consulted on procedures when a large mailing of

credit cards is being planned . They are sometimes consulted when unusually

large amounts of valuables are being held in a registered mail area . In such

circumstances they may be asked to contact their counterparts at the banks
to delay further shipments of money or bullion until the situation eases . This

consultation is on an ad hoc basis, however, and depends on the security

awareness of the individual supervisor .

Security surveys

The tollowing directive. dated September, 1974 . and issued by Security

and Investigation at National Headquarters, outlines the responsibilities for

security surveys .

Physical security surveys conducted by postal inspectors will detect

and highlight for subsequent corrective action, security weaknesses
or irregularities within the system and develop security awareness

among management and employees . In areas where surveys are

impracticable because of workload or other reasons . security sur-

veys may be made by the RCMP through arrangements made

through regional S & 1 .
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Few postal inspectors have been specifically trained to do physical
security surveys, although some basic information is included in the manual
on preventive security and in the three-week training course . In the report on
the 1979 R .C.M.P. security surveys, it was recommended that the R .C .M .P .
Protective Policing Directorate be requested to assist in the development of

a training program in security surveys for postal inspectors .

Security surveys are performed irregularly . Plant managers may request
surveys, although this appears to happen infrequently. However, plant per-
sonnel may consult public police forces for advice on specific security
matters, such as the security vulnerability of a particular type of vault .

The Inspector-in-charge, Prevention does carry out some physical secu-
rity surveys within his region although . as mentioned above, consultation with
Security and Investigation by other branches is often done after the fact .
Recommendations resulting from security surveys are not always implement-

ed. largely because of the costs involved . Neither district nor regional

Security and Investigation have a standing allocation of funds available for
preventive security hardware, for example . The Commission has noted that
there are many outstanding recommendations resulting from the comprehen-
sive security survey program started by the R .C.M.P . in 1979 . For the most
part, only those recommendations which cost little have been acted upon .

I

Security clearances

All persons employed by the Post Office who have access to documents
classified as "Confidential" or higher must have a security clearance .
According to the Postal Standards and Guidelines, dated June 1976, region-
al directors of Security and Investigation are responsible for the coordination

of these ciearances .

There is apparent inconsistency in the application of the security clear-
ance program. While those who need access to confidential information
(middle and senior management, for the most part) and security guards in
the plants are required to have clearance, persons working in registered mail
areas, for example . where valuables are handled routinely, no longer require
special checks on their backgrounds. Contract security guards, most of
whom are bonded under arrangements made with their employers, are not
required to have a government security clearance unless they are to be

employed in an area where classified government documents are accessible
to them .

All Post Office employees . however, including casuals, are required to
have their fingerprints taken as a condition of employment Fingerprints ar e
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sent to the R .C.M.P. by Security and Investigation units for a check against

criminal records indices . If the employee has a criminal record, the informa-

tion obtained from the R .C .M.P. about the conviction is given to Personnel

Services with a recommendation on whether the employee should be

retained or released .

In making their recommendations, they are guided by the criteria listed

in the Security Manual for Postal Inspectors :

- offence type; those related to dishonesty, moral character and drugs .

While prior conviction for an offence related to dishonesty is to be
weighed most heavily, postal inspectors are told that drug-related and
moral character offences (the latter including impaired driving and sexual

offences) also indicate unsuitability for employment ;

- age;
- time elapsed since offence was committed ;

- extenuating circumstances surrounding the offence ;

- evidence that the employee has made a genuine effort to rehabilitate

himself .

Postal inspectors are advised that "every case should be carefully

considered on all the existing circumstances before making a recommenda-

tion" . Clearly, the criteria for refusal of employment are open to a variety of

interpretations . It is also suggested in the manual that local police may be

consulted for information relating to the ex-offender .

Perhaps the principal weakness of the program of using fingerprints to

check criminal records is that employees are hired and then checked .

Common sense dictates that checks should be made before hiring but for

administrative reasons this is apparently too difficult . The inevitable result of

this reverse process is that very few employees are in fact released because

of a previous conviction for a criminal offence . Once an employee is hired . it

is far more likely that Personnel Services will gamble on the possibility of the
employee's rehabilitation than go to the trouble of releasing him .

The Commission has been unable to determine how many postal

employees have been released as a result of fingerprint checks or how many
postal employees with previous criminal records have committed crimes

against the Post Office. These kinds of statistics are not gathered The

general opinion among Post Office managers and labour union leaders is that
there are probably no more "ex-offenders" working in the Post Office than
would be found in other organizations with large numbers of semi-skilled

workers .
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Security awareness program s

The authors of the R .C.M .P. security surveys have stated that at the
point of hiring, employees are not fully briefed on security issues .

Documents acknowledging the employee's awareness of his pro-
bation . Public Service conflict of interest guidelines and instruc-
tions regarding the interfering, tampering, meddling with mail : and
opening and exam i ning mail are also signed and witnessed .
Employees are all made aware of plant rules : however, employees
are not briefed respecting security regulations and policy .

As well, these security su rveys noted that, although the Post Office has

the capability of adopting a security awareness program, it has not done so .

Guidelines on various aspects of security do exist, however . For example , a

"Manual Distribution Letter", issued by Neadquarters, Security and Investi-
gation in May 1979, stated that the purpose and existence of observation

systems (observation galleries and Investigative CCTV) :

. . . shall form part of the i nduct ion process for new employees .
Also during the course of their employ, they should receive
occasional general ' reminders' as to the existence and purpose of
such systems .

Letter carriers are informed of the consequences of tampering with or
delaying mail and must sign a statement to that effect . During their one-week

classroom training, they are also informed of the regulations and legal

implications of their job. Newly hired carriers are not held accountable until

they have received this formal training . On the other hand, it has been

suggested by union respondents that letter carriers are not sutficiently

informed of the consequences of some actions - for example , the discard-

ing of "householders" (unaddressed third class mail) . While considered

"junk" mail by carriers and most citizens, undelivered householders, accord-

ing to regulations, are to be taken back to the postal station and , if in excess,

destroyed. If the letter carrier does not return them, he is liable to charges
under the Post Office Act and/or disciplinary action , including dismissal .

Union personnel suggested that training is insufficient and that more efforts

be made to inform carriers of the consequences of discarding or delaying

mail .

The Commission has been shown large quantities of valuable cameras,

watches, jewelry . clothing and household goods worth thousands of dollars
which have been recovered by postal inspectors while investigating internal

theft . Large numbers of photographs of stolen items were also given to the

Commission . The extent to which information programs on security would
prevent theft of the mail and losses to the Post Office and its customers is

not clear . Some persons have speculated that much of the minor theft from
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the mail, by postal employees, is done for "excitement" or "thrills" . If so,

then it is not certain that extensive security awareness programs would

prevent this type of impulsive activity . However, it would seem in the

employees' interest that they be informed at hiring and regularly thereafter of

the existing security measures, the reasons for their existence, and the
possible penalties for disobeying the regulations or legislation .

It is apparent to the Commission that the phrase, "the sanctity of the
mail" is no longer fully understood or respected by certain of the younger

Post Office employees. The fact that there is not a program to point out to
them on a regular basis the disciplinary and legal consequences of stealing

from the mails was noted by the Commission .

In the view of several union respondents, stronger security measures
generally in the postal plants might slightly reduce the incidence of theft, but
would tend to create more tension because of the antagonism felt towards
unilateral management decision-making . It seems likely that union participa-

tion in awareness programs, it it were possible to achieve, would have more

impact than programs initiated solely by management without employee

consultation or input . On the other hand, when asked if his union would

consider sitting on a committee with management to discuss preventive
measures against losses, Jean-Claude Parrot, President of the Canadian
Union of Postal Workers, told the Commission ,

In our case, right now, until we are convinced that it is done for
the right reason and that it is being established as a priority for
management, as an important step for management, and they are
showing to us that this is what they are working on, then I do not
think there is any hesitation on our part to assist on that . But if
you are asking me to sit down with management on this tomor-
row, I would say 'no' . First, they are going to have to show that
they are really concerned about that and they are not going to
use that just to find out who they can discipline . Also, if it shows
that this is something which each employee should have reported
in the past, like I did myself . and they say . 'Why didn*t you tell us
that this thing was going on? Why didn't you tell me that the
supervisor was ordering you not to count the parcelsT And use it
for other purposes . So. in answer to your question . there is no
hesitation in our doing it . but at the same time we have to have
the assurance that it will be done for the right purpose You have
to accept that we are suspicious of our management . It is not by
changing names or changing things that you are going to change
attitudes I

Employee involvement has long been the key to successful occupational
health and safety programs in Canadian industry . In the words of one of the
Commission's witnesses, now a senior government security officer .

B Tesf~mony v 257 7
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I felt that Preventive Security (in the Post Office) could well afford
to have adopted the employee involvement methods used in
Occupational Safety and Health programs . 9

Customer practice s
Losses could be reduced if customers altered some of their mailing

practices. The following are areas where customers have some responsibility :

- many goods are badly packaged . Automated plants have large drop s

where improperly wrapped parcels can break open, or the contents can

be damaged. Certain fragile items cannot be expected to be safely

transported by the Post Office ;

- advertising on packages informs mail handlers and others in contact with
the mail of the contents of the parcels ;

- certain private carriers who deliver bulk mail to the plants are not
themselves checked out by large volume mailers and may be responsible

for thefts and sloppy handling ;

- some loss is the result of inadequate accounting and shipping practices
(for example, inaccurate counting of the number of items sent and
received by large corporations) . Some claims may be for items that were

never sent or were delivered but were " lost" on arrival .

- the machinery in the automated plants is designed only for items that
meet standard size and other specifications ( for example, a loose key in

an envelope can cause machine breakdown) .

- valuables are not always insured by the sender . The mailing public is
apparently not as well informed as it could be about these deficenc ►es in

mailing habits .

Investigations
The Security and Investigation Services policy statement concernin g

investigations claims that the Post Office Department :

Will conduct investigations into all real or suspected criminal

offences against or related to the Canada Post Office whether
they be perpetrated by internal or external sources These investi-
gations will be carried out by Security and Investigation Officers .
designated pursuant to Section 48 of the Post Office Act, to be
known as Postal Inspectors . (Postal Guideline No 550-1-6 Re

Crimes. etc . - Investigation )

Furthermore, the Post Office Department :

may also conduct special enqu i r i es into anything that may
adversely affect the security or operational efficiency of the Pos t

9 A Euper i e Tfaynor . Drecta Securty Sarv ces Nat -onai Musnurrn of Canada
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Office and many have national impact or other serious ramifica-
tions. These investigations will be conducted by designated Post
Office inspectors from Headquarters or the Regions, or both .

Thus, Security and Investigation Services are responsible for investigating
criminal, security and operational efficiency affecting the Post Office . Investi-

gation of criminal offences, real or suspected, is to be undertaken whether
the origin of the offence is internal or external to the Post Office .

The Guidelines concerning investigations state also that :

The Director of Security and Investigations Services will advise the
Headquarters complex on all aspects of security and investiga-
tions within the Post Office . He will be responsible for issuing
appropriate guidelines within the investigator's manual. Regional
General Managers should ensure that investigations and security
functions are carried out according to guidelines issued and that
all line managers and supervisors are briefed by postal inspectors
as to the type of offences affecting the Post Office . Line manag-
ers and supervisors [are] responsible for ensuring that all real or
suspected criminal offences or security threats against the Post
Office that come to their attention are promptly reported to the
appropriate designated officer in the region or at Headquarters in
order that immediate investigative or remedial action can be
taken .

National
The role of the National Director of Security and investigation is advisor y

and informational, while that of the Regional General Manager is manager i al

both with respect to Security and Investigation's Regional functions and with
respect to the specific responsibility of regional Security and Investigation to

brief line managers on postal offences. Line managers and supervisors are

seen to have a reporting responsibility with respect to suspected or real
offences against the Post Office. In a document entitled Security and

Investigation Services Organization, the objective of Post Office investigators

is defined as being "to reduce losses by competent investigations and
prosecution of offenders" . Further, the function of the Investigative Division
at National Headquarters (which comprises an Investigation Research and

Coordination Unit, and an Illegal Mail Unit) is administrative, with responsibil-
ty to :

Establish policies . procedures and coordination of a total inves-
tigative program in order to provide senior management at Head-
quarters level and in the field with effective and competent
investigative support units strategically located throughout the
entire organization

Provide regional chiefs of Security and Investigations with func-
tional guidance and coordination in criminal matters of a national
and international natur e
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Provide management at Headquarters and in the field with a
flexible investigative resource . capable of early response to situa-
tions affecting the revenue and image of the Department where
security measures are not practicable or effective .

I .

Regional

The same document states that in the field .

The Regional Chief . Security and Investigation provides the region
with security and investigative resources relating to [the protec-
tion of) values, facilities . equipment, mail, personnel and informa-
tion from attack by internal and external sources .

The Regional Chief, Security and Investigation ensures competent
investigation within his region of postal complaints and other
crimes against the Department .

The powers and authority of postal inspectors is derived from Section 48
of the Post Office Act . A detailed analysis of these powers is found in
Chapter 4 . For present purposes it is sufficient to examine the internal policy
of the Post Office concerning inspectors . The Manual of Information for Postal
~7spectors . based on Section 48 of the Post Office Act, states .

A Post Office Inspector has a statutory right to investigate all
matters relating to the business of the Canada Post Office (Para
25 .1 )

A Post Office Inspector's authority as set forth above requires
that the investigation he/she is conducting must be concerned
with the business of the Canada Post Office or with the conduct
of any person engaged in or affecting the business of the Canada
Post Office (Para 25 3 )

The Postal Corporate Policy Statement No . 50-1-6, issued by Security
and Investigation Services . states that .

I The Department will conduct investigations into all real or
suspected criminal offences against or related to the Canada
Post Office whether they be perpetrated by internal or external
sources These investigations will be carried out by Security
and Investigations Officers. designated pursuant to Section 48
of the Post Office Act . to be known as Postal Inspector s

2 The Department may also conduct special enquiries into any-
thing that may adversely affect the security or operational
efficiency of the Post Office and may have national impact or
other serious ramifications These investigations will be con-
ducted by designated Post Office Inspectors from Headquar-
ters or the Regions . of bot h

In carrying out these directives . postal inspectors must bear in mind that the
collective agreements with the postal unions provide that employees hav e
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the right to 24 hours notice of an interview with inspectors that may have

disciplinary consequences .

The Manual further instructs the postal inspector that, although Section

48(3) of the Act vests in them the powers of commissioners appointed under

the Inquiries Act ,
Such powers, however, are not to be used without the prior
approval of the Director, Security and Investigation Services or

the Director, Legal Services .(Para . 25 .4 .2 )

Offences

Criminal offences against the Post Office are classified by Security an d

Investigation Services for reporting purposes into seven major categories (the

"Master Statistics" categories)
. For the purposes of this report, these

categories will be used to examine the types of investigations conducted by

the Security and Investigation element of the Post Office . The type and

frequency of criminal offences against Canada Post as reflected in the

Master Statistics Reports for districts, postal regions and the country as a
whole are an indication of the nature and volume of criminal investigations

undertaken by postal inspectors . The "Master Statistics" categories are .

- Mail depredations

- Financial irregularities

- Robberies and Break and Enters

- Illegal use of the mails

- Money order irregularities

- Street letter box depredations

- Miscellaneou s

Mail depreciations

This offence applies to theft, wilful damage. openings. delays and

abandonment of the mail . Most of the investigations in this category are

internal and involve postal employees . Offences normally occur after mail has

been deposited and before delivery . In some investigations it is necessary tc

seek the assistance of the local police . For most postal inspectors thi<,

offence is given the highest investigative priority .

Financial ►rregularitie s

This otfence relates to financial shortages . lost values, lost remittances .

embezzlement of funds, wicket deviations and the misrepresentation of work
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hours . Again, most investigations indicate employees are usually responsible .
These occurrences may be reported by other employees or be uncovered by
computer readouts, annual inspections or spot surveys . Since most charges
in this category are made under the Post Office Act or the Financial
Administration Act the assistance of the local police is seldom required .
Although the appropriate sections of the Criminal Code could be applied the
tendency is to use the other two acts mentioned .

Robberies and break and enters

This offence includes hold-ups, grab thefts . break and enter and truck
hijacks. In nearly all cases of this type the occurrences are reported
immediately to the local police for investigation. Generally, no actual investi-
gation is conducted by the postal inspectors but they do assist the police as
required . Attempts are made by the inspectors to determine if there may
have been any internal involvement . Responses to these incidents are
immediate and the inspectors assist in restoring the postal facility to a
functional state as soon as possible to accommodate the public . In most
cases postal inspectors make recommendations regarding security improve-
ments or the implementation of security procedures to prevent a recurrence .

Illegal use of the mails

The distribution of any material which is prohibited by law is classifiedunder this category
. Examples include obscene material, explosives, aspects

of fraud and drugs. The majority of investigations in this classification involve
unsatisfactory transactions and are of a civil nature (for example. a customer
does not receive goods or is dissatisfied with the product) . If an offence
under this section appears legitimate it is referred to the Illegal Mails Section
at Security and Investigation Headquarters in Ottawa for action . Usually no
cost or loss information is available for these offences . The local police are
rarely if ever involved . although the R .C.M.P. may be in international mail
fraud cases .

Money order irregularlties

Offences contained under this classification relate to stolen blank money
orders . forgeries, double payments or raising the face value of money orders .
Normally all cases are reported to the local police as they fall under the
provisions of the Criminal Code's fraud and forgery sections . Usually no lossis incurred by the Post Office as the financial institution which negotiates an
instrument is responsible for its authenticity . Therefore many of these cases
are reported directly to the local police by the victims Many instances unde r
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this classification can be attributed to robberies when money orders are

stolen. The inspectors claim their primary duty in these cases is to maintain

the integrity of the money order system .

Street letter box depredation

Most of the incidents which fall under this classification are reported to
Security and Investigation by the local police who discover the occurrence .

On occasion inspectors will take possession of strewn mail and undertake to

see that the box in question is restored . If a series of incidents occur within a

particular area then charting and/or surveillance may be conducted by

inspectors. Recommendations forwarded by Security and Investigation

regarding anchoring devices for street letter boxes have resulted in success-

ful programs in each region .

Miscellaneous

This classification covers occurrences which do not meet the criteria o f

the other categories . The section might be more aptly defined as 'Other

Types of Investigations', for not all investigations are criminal . Some investi-

gations cover sabotage, arson, bomb threats, vandalism or wilful damage .

Others deal with claims for damages, motor vehicle accidents, and acciden-

tal loss of postal equipment . When it is discovered that incidents of this

category have criminal aspects, they are reported to the local police for

further investigation .

The 24-hour rul e

Paragraph 10 .04 of the Canadian Union of Postal Workers c

agreement states :

The Employer agrees to notify an employee twenty-four (24)
hours in advance of any disciplinary interview or disciplinary
counselling session and to indicate the purpose of the meeting,
including whether it involves the employee's personal fil e

Paragraph 10 .06 states :

An employee summoned for disciplinary reasons shall have the
right to be accompanied by a Union Representative so that the
latter may know what the situation is and contribute to its

clarification .

To assist postal inspectors in their interpretation of the 24-hour rule a

Post Office policy directive states that .

To ensure that the employer has ava i lable to it the option of

pursuing disciplinary act ion aga i nst the affected employee in

1
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addition to or instead of a criminal prosecution, as well as the
option of using any and all information in that disciplinary action,
and where the postal inspector believes that an observance of the
24-hour notice provision will not interfere with his investigation, he
should observe the 24-hour notice provision .

The Labour Relations Division Guideline on Discipline No . 60-2-10,
states that "discipline should be administered in conjunction with the proper
level of authority" . Factors to be considered prior to disciplinary action are :

- seriousness of the offence ;

- employee's awareness of infraction ;

- discipline imposed for similar infractions ;
- mitigating circumstances ;

- past record of employee ;

- reasonableness of the penalty ;

- motivation or intent of the employee concerned .

In deciding whether to give notice of an interview, therefore, investiga-
tors must consider whether the employer's option to discipline should be
maintained in addition to having to assess the consequences of the advance
notice for the investigation . It is a difficult decision for postal inspectors to
make. The general tendency is to have very strong evidence of a crime
before approaching an employee to discuss the offence. The difficulty is
further enhanced by a recent adjudication before the Public Service Staff
Relations Board . The Post Office took the position that postal inspectors are
not bound by the provisions of the CUPW collective agreement when,
investigating a criminal offence, they wish to interview a postal employee .
The adjudicator, J . C. Smith, stated that :

. . . There is no reason why the duties of Postal Inspectors
cannot be carried out consistently with the provisions of this
collective agreement .

The arguments used by the adjudicator were based on the fact that

although postal inspectors were conducting investigations, their interviews
were for the purpose of obtaining information concerning suspicions of
wrong-doing on the part of those being interviewed . The interviews must,
therefore, be considered as disciplinary since they may result in disciplinary
action in addition to . or instead of, court proceedings . The union has
subsequently advised its members to insist on their rights under article 10 of
the collective agreement whenever they are approached by postal inspec-
tors. The following advice appeared in CUPW Bulletin . Vol . 10, No. 7 of
August 1980 .
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Here's what to do it you are accused by S & 1 :

1 . Refuse to answer any questions . Ask immediately for a shop
steward, your right under clause 10.06 of the collective
agreement .

2 . Demand that you be allowed to consult privately with your shop
steward .

3. Let your steward do all the talking on your behalf from now on .
Remain silent,

4. Your steward should find out exactly what you are accused of .

5. Under clause 10 .04 of the collective agreement, you have the
right to 24 hours notice before being interviewed . Insist on your
right to this notice.

6 . Refuse to let them search your home if asked .

7. If they ask you to go to a police station with them, refuse to do
so. They have no right to take you there and you are under no
obligation to go with them .

8. It they bring in the police and the police arrest you, you must go
with them to the police station.

9 . In such an event, your shop steward should immediately make
arrangements for a lawyer .

10 . You are under no obligation to answer questions put to you by
the police . You have the right to remain silent . Don't answer any
questions. Refer them to your lawyer. Don't make a
"statement" .

If all members of CUPW know their rights, we will end intimidation by
the S & I on the plant floor.

Laying of charges and prosecutio n

When investigators were asked to describe the factors considered in
whether to lay a charge, it was apparent that they have a measure of
discretion in pursuing a charge against a Post Office employee . Criteria
mentioned included whether an employee has a criminal record, the circum-
stances of the offence, the employee's Post Office disciplinary file, whether
he or she is considered a "good" employee, and any further mitigating
circumstances such as alcohol, health or family problems. In some instances
the Post Office might waive prosecution, especially if the employee has taken
personal action such as seeking help for health or drinking problems.
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The Commission was informed that, depending on the individual inspec-
tor, there was a certain amount of compassion exercised with regard to
laying charges . The discretion of the Post Office is especially applicable to
offences under the Post Office Act, it was stated . Less leeway is perceived if
the offence comes under the Criminal Code. It was also indicated, however,
that the postal inspector can make recommendations to his supervisor even
with regard to offences under the Criminal Code.

Procedures seem to be similar in each of the four regions . Guidance on
whether to recommend prosecution or disciplinary action is found in Canada
Post Instructional Information System ,

DISCIPLINARY ACTION PREFERABL E

When postal employees are involved in job related crimes, in
some instances it may be in the best interest of the department to
waive prosecution in favour of disciplinary action. This course may
be preferable on genuine, compassionate grounds or for other
mitigating reasons such as length of service, previous work record
of the employee, circumstances leading up to the commission of
the offence . . . .

Postal inspectors are expected to make recommendations to the inspector-
in-charge of a unit who, in turn, refers the matter to the regional director of
Security and Investigation. The regional director then forwards the case to
the regional general manager who may consult officials in Ottawa, including
the Department of Justice or Crown Counsel, before arriving at a decision .
Moreover, the managers involved are consulted and asked for advice . The
result is an inconsistency in the decisions to prosecute .

In a case involving a plant manager who had misappropriated in excess
of $5,000 worth of Post Office property for his personal use, he was
disciplined and dismissed although the investigators were adamant that the
matter should be brought before the courts in the form of criminal charges .
Conversely, a letter carrier who had stolen only $4 worth of Post Office
property was not only charged with theft but was also disciplined and had his
employment terminated .

Where a case involves laying a charge against a private citizen, the Post
Office does not examine extenuating circumstances . That is left to the public
police, the Crown and the courts .

Discretion is also exercised with regard to suspensions under the Post
Office Act . Security and Investigation Services discuss possible suspensions
with the appropriate plant or area manager . The manager has access to
information on the employee's past behaviour and it is he who decides
whether or not the person is a problem employee . If it is a matter of a first
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offence by an employee with a good work record, these factors could
influence what action is taken .

Results of investigations

To determine the proportion of investigations which result in disciplinary
action, as opposed to criminal prosecution, a sample of criminal offences
involving postal employees during the past five years was taken from the files
of the Vancouver, Calgary and Saskatoon Units in the Western Postal Region
and examined by the Commission .

In the sample, a total of 114 employees were dealt with under the Post

Office Act resulting in 77 cases of disciplinary action and 37 dismissals . 51

employees were investigated for criminal activity resulting in 33 charges

being laid and 18 cases being dealt with as disciplinary matters at the

discretion of management, including three dismissals.

In the Atlantic Region, a review of statistics indicated that during the
fiscal year 1979-80 a total of 28 employees were identified as having
committed an offence. Only four were prosecuted. On the other hand 17
non-employees were identified as having broken the law and all 17 were
prosecuted .

In the Quebec Region, during the fiscal year 1979-80, of 146 suspects
investigated, 71 were postal employees but, of 98 criminal charges laid and
prosecuted, only 28 were against postal employees. Of 43 postal employees
who committed offences under the Post Office Act, only 24 were prosecuted .
39 postal employees were dismissed for offences under the Criminal Code
and the Post Office Act .

Finally, in the Ontario Region, of 69 postal employees identified, 36 were
disciplined by line management, 31 were formally charged and no action was
taken with two . 76 members of the public were charged with one or more
crimes.

Summary
There have been and are likely to continue to be breaches of posta l

security in the areas of mail theft and damage, theft of Post Office and
customer monies, theft and damage to postal equipment and facilities,
offences against the person and property of employees, and offences
involving illegal use of the mails . Although the available data severely limit
attempts to estimate accurately the extent and costs of such loss and
damage, as described in Chapter 1, the costs are in excess of $4 millio n
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annually . It is not known whether this is excessive compared to losses
experienced by other organizations of similar size and complexity, but losses
from the Post Office are perceived by the public and many postal employees
to be different from those of private firms . Loss in the Post Office involves
articles owned by others . The Post Office is in a position of trust in
transmitting these goods. Further, because of the Post Office's virtual
monopoly over mail services, customers have little choice but to entrust their
goods to it .
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